Congratulations, you and your team
have received a BID to attend &
perform at the
QUAD-STATE Cheer Competition!
You will be competing against other
teams in your division that have also
qualified for Quad-State (teams in your
same division that placed either 1st, 2nd or 3rd at
Showcase)!

Registration Fee:

$40.00 per athlete online

$45.00 @ the door
Spectator Fee: $4.00 per person age 9 and older (children age 8 and under are FREE)
Merchandise: A variety of Cheer merchandise will be available for purchase, including a BRAND NEW Star Spirit
Championship Competition t-shirt ($15.00), sold only at the Quad-State Competition (while supplies last).
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Each team will perform the same cheer and dance
routine that they performed at the Showcase. Teams will
be judged on these categories - personality (smiles),
curriculum requirements, spirit and technique. This
Competition will feature the strongest of our teams this
semester, just attending is an AWESOME accomplishment!

PLEASE NOTE: There will be a practice with your coach
prior to the Competition to warm-up and review.
All athletes will EARN an exclusive QUAD-STATE
COMPETITION MEDAL and will be competing for 1st,
through runner-up Quad-State Placement Medals! * We
hope to see your athlete at this event, she/he has earned
her/his spot to perform again with her/his team at the
Quad-State level!

This event is divided into 4 sessions for the day, with 3
categories per division; based on the size of the teams.
All participants are required to wear their
cheer uniforms—all teams! All
athletes are also required to wear rubber-soled white
sneakers/cheer shoes and need to bring their team poms!
Athletes are expected to look performance ready with
hair styled and a
"little" makeup, if
parents permit.

~ We hope you plan to attend this special QUAD-STATE COMPETITION and see your CHEERLEADER SHINE at the Quad-State level!

REGISTRATION FORM ON REVERSE SIDE

